IS IT CORRECT THAT ACIM WAS DICTATED BY HISTORICAL JESUS?
ANSWER: That is correct.
QUESTION: If the personality known as Jesus long ago....
ANSWER: Individuality.
QUESTION: If the Individuality...aha!
ANSWER: Personality is the ego sense of Self, the distorted sense of
individuality.
QUESTION: That answers the question. The question was, if the
personality known as Jesus had transcended the personal sense of being
in the full realization of Conscious Being, what persists in calling itself
"Jesus" to dictate a book?
ANSWER: Individuality is ever present, even when personality is the only
thing, which is owned or, you might say, practiced. The Individuality—
which is forever Itself—which was identified as Jesus, humanly speaking,
remains the same Individuality that was present, which everyone else
called and recognized as Jesus.
His state of enlightenment allowed him to be Totally Awakened FourthDimensional Conscious Being at the very instant that everyone else saw
him as a mortal like themselves—a three-dimensional creature. His task
continues to this day.
Once it becomes clear to you, once you are not suffering from any
distorted ego sense, you are free to discern the divine Individualities
present right where little egos are parading themselves around. Since
every Individuality constitutes some facet of the infinitude of one's Being,
it becomes obvious that some facets of one's Being are asleep. This is not
Normal or Natural, and so, it becomes one's activity to bring all aspects
of his Being into conformity with Reality so that every last little bit of
ignorance is eliminated, every last little bit of separatism, fear, hate is
dissolved—washed clean, you could say.
Those who have ascended constitute the first stages of the Ascension of
the Brotherhood of Man. Because every other Individuality who is still
asleep constitutes some aspect of the infinitude of the awakened one's
Being, his awakening is not complete until everyone else has awakened

also. So, it becomes the work of the enlightened Ones to help the
apparently bound and unenlightened ones through that shift so that
every facet can simultaneously experience every other facet—or you
could say the absolute undistorted integrity of the Whole. This is why the
fundamental of Jesus' teaching was love.
Love is initially the recognition of the divine Individuality that has to be
present in order for an ego to seem to be functioning, and then the
providing of the environment in which that ego sense of individuality can
assume Its full Self-conscious Awareness. That which sees the Reality
substantiates the Reality.
Jesus' work did not end at the time of his ascension. And, indeed, every
other Individuality who has become totally enlightened is engaged in one
way or another in providing the environment in which the "sleeping ones"
can most easily release their dreams and join the Whole in Its conscious
experience of Its Integrity, Its Clarity, Its Absolute divinity.
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